FRIDAY COLLOQUIA 2015

Friday, December 18th, 2015
Lynette Reid, Dalhousie University
“Truth or spin? Disease definition in cancer screening”

Friday, December 11th, 2015
Jason Holt, Dalhousie University
“For a Philosophy of Sport Film”

Friday, December 4th, 2015
Austin Booth, Dalhousie University
“Ontology and Microbial Evolution”

Friday, November 27th, 2015
Kenneth Boyd, Dalhousie University
“Understanding and the Problem of the Value Criterion”

Friday, November 20th
Christina Behme, Mount Saint Vincent University
“How would Plato Solve “Plato's Problem”?"

Friday, November 6th
Letitia Meynell, Dalhousie University
"Picturing Feynman Diagrams and the Epistemology of Understanding"

Friday, October 23rd
Stephanie Kapusta, Dalhousie University
"Misgendering and its Moral Contestability"

Friday, October 16th
Adam Auch, Dalhousie University
"Responding to Changes of Climate Hype"

October 9th, 2015
Eli Diamond, Dalhousie University
“Aristotle’s Criticism of the Platonic Good Reconsidered: A Proposal for a New Reading of the Nicomachean”

October 2nd, 2015
Tom Vinci, Dalhousie University
“For Arguments One Might Have Thought Kant Used to Demonstrate the Unities of Space and Time”
September 25th, 2015
Michael Hymers, Dalhousie University
“What’s it like to have Qualia?”

September 11, 2015
Samantha Copeland, Dalhousie University
“From chance to cause and cases: Adventures in the epistemology of medicine”

September 4th, 2015
Walter Glannon, University of Calgary
“Manipulating Memory: Philosophical and Legal Issues”

August 28th, 2015
Richard Dub, University of Geneva
“The Emotion of Mineness”

August 21st, 2015
Tyler Brunet, Dalhousie University
“Disciplinology: An Empirical Approach to Structural Representations of Knowledge”

August 14th, 2015
Fabien-Denis Cayer, Dalhousie University
“Ars Gratia Humanitatis: The Arts, Humanities, and the Problems of Moral Education”

August 7th, 2015
Simon Kow, University of King’s College
“China as Exemplar of Leibnizian Justice”

July 31st, 2015
Darren Abramson and Carlos Mariscal, Dalhousie University
“What do you mean there’s no free lunch? What coevolution buys you”

July 24th, 2015
Michael Hymers, Dalhousie University
“Preserving Sense-Data alive by blowing through their Lungs with bellows”

July 17th, 2015
Doug MacKay, University of North Carolina
“Are Skill Selective Immigration Policies Just?”

July 10th, 2015
Sarah Kizuk, York University
“The Individuation of Bodies in Spinoza’s Metaphysics”
Chike Jeffers, Dalhousie University
“Rights, Race, and the Beginnings of Modern Africana Philosophy”

July 3rd, 2015
Ford Doolittle, Dalhousie University
“Hugging the Tree of Life”
June 26th, 2015
Michael Hymers, Dalhousie University
"I’m in pain" and "So are you"

June 19th, 2015
Victor Kumar, University of Michigan
Richmond Campbell, Dalhousie University
"Moral Explanation and Justification: Implicit Learning and Evolution’s Import"

June 12th, 2015
Lynette Reid, Dalhousie University
"Cancer Screening: New Paradoxes in Preventive Medicine"

June 5th, 2015
Simon Kow, University of King’s College
"Pierre Bayle on Chinese Atheism"

May 22nd, 2015
Wilfred Cude, Independent Scholar
"Misadventure in Graduate Studies and Adjunct Faculty Service"

May 15th, 2015
Peter Schotch, Dalhousie University
"Modal Logic in the Early Twentieth Century: C.I. Lewis-It’s not what you think"

May 8th, 2015
Sylvia Burrow, Cape Breton University
"Trampled Autonomy: Women, Athleticism, and Health"

May 1st, 2015
Letitia Meynell, Dalhousie University
"Images and Imagination in Thought Experiments"

April 24th, 2015
Fabien-Denis Cayer, Dalhousie University
"Metaphilosophical Formalism, Or: Philosophy as a Normative Practice"

April 17th, 2015
Richmond Campbell, Dalhousie University
"Moral Conflict and Climate Change"

March 27th, 2015
Andrew Moon, Rutgers University
"The Epistemology of Disagreement and the Independence Principle"

March 20th, 2015
Steven Burns, Dalhousie University
"Hegel meets John Ford and John Wayne"

March 13th, 2015
Carlos Mariscal, Dalhousie University
“What it Means When Nature Repeats Itself?”

March 6th, 2015
Austin Booth, Dalhousie University
“Biological Individuality and the Philosophy of Nature”

February 27th, 2015
John Barresi, Dalhousie University
“Personhood and Humanhood: An Evolutionary Scenario”

February 13th, 2015
Kaleb Earl, Dalhousie University
“Abracadabra: Wittgenstein, Magical Grammars, and Religion”

January 30th, 2015
Katharine Browne, Dalhousie University
“Reason and Pareto-Optimization: David Gauthier Updated”

January 23rd, 2015
Angel Petropanagos, Dalhousie University
“The Meaning of ‘Age’ in Advanced Parental Age Controversy”

January 16th, 2015
Christina Behme, Mount St. Vincent University
“The Challenge of Interpreting Chomsky”

January 9th, 2015
Adam Auch, Dalhousie University
“Untangling Science Hype”